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Abstract 
Here we contract two associated games that consist of tossing biased coins. By using the discrete-time Markov chain 
method, game AB , which is played in alternation, is studied by means of theoretical analysis and computer 
simulation. And we find that this game didn’t have a definite stationary probability distribution and that payoffs of 
the game depended on the parity of the initial capital. Besides, the quantization method is used in a further study. The 
results show that the explanation of the game corresponding to a stationary probability distribution is that the 
probability of the initial capital has reached parity. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [CEIS 2011] 
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1. Introduction 
Parrondo’s paradox claims that two losing games, under random or periodic alternation of their 
dynamics, can result in a winning game. The original version of Parrondo’s games involves two games, A 
and B, each based on tossing biased coins[1]-[2]: 1) Game A is a game of tossing biased coin 1with the 
probability of winning 1p . 2) Game B is a little more complex. If the present capital is a multiple of some 
integer M, a biased coin 2 is tossed with probability of winning 2p . If not, another biased coin 3 is tossed, 
with probability of winning 3p .Winning a game earns 1 unit and losing surrenders 1 unit. Playing game 
A or B is always a losing game, but when these two losing games are played under random or periodic 
alternation, the combination of the two games is, paradoxically, a winning game via an effective set of 
probability 1p , 2p , 3p  and modulus M, for instance, ε−= 5.01p , ε−= 1.02p ， ε−= 75.03p ，
3=M , ε  has a small positive value and 0.005 can be chosen, for example. Moreover, Parrondo’s 
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paradox has been developed into many different versions [3]. Here we designed a new 
version and studied of it. This new version was still composed of two associated, tossing biased coin 
games A and B, as shown in Figure 1. 
1) Game A is a little more complex. It divides into two branches. The first branch is: if the present 
capital is a multiple of 3, a biased coin 1 is tossed with the probability of winning 1p ; if not, another 
biased coin 2 is tossed, with the probability of winning 2p . The second branch is: if the present 
capital is a multiple of 4, a biased coin 3 is tossed with the probability of winning 3p ; if not, another 
biased coin 4 is tossed, with the probability of winning 4p . When playing game A, the probabilities 
of going into each branch are both 0.5.  
2) Game B is history-dependent. If the previous game is lose, a biased coin 5 is tossed with the 
probability of winning 5p ; if not, another biased coin 6 is tossed, with the probability of winning 6p .
By effectively choosing the values of probabilities 1p , 2p , 3p 4p , 5p and 6p ,playing games A and B 
individually would result in negative results. However, when two losing games are played in alternating 
or randomly sequences, it will lead to a winning result.. 
Fig.1 Descriptions of games A and B 
2. Theoretical analysis  
2.1 Discrete-time Markov chain 
Transition Probability of Markov chain: }0,{ ≥mSm  is assumed to be a homogeneous Markov chain. 
Its transition probability 
abp is the conditional probability ),}(|{ 1 EbaaSbSp tt ∈==+  and has nothing to 
do with m, where E is the state set of the system. 
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The stationary distribution: If non-negative column }{ bπ satisfies 1=∑
∈Eb
bπ and
Ebp
a
abab ∈=∑ ,ππ . }{ bπ  is assumed to be the stationary distribution probability of Markov 
chain }0,{ ≥mSm ,and Ebp
a
abab ∈=∑ ,ππ  can be rewritten in a matrix form:   
]}[{}{ Pππ =  (1)
Where: ,...},{}{ 10 ππ=π .
2.2 The study of the case of game AB played in alternation  
2.2.1 Transition matrix 
Let us call both playing game A and game B one state,.The player has a capital X(t) at time t. As the 
modulus in each branch of game A are separately 3 and 4, which has a lowest common multiple of 12, so 
the residual Y(t) has the states E={0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11}. The corresponding discrete-time Markov 
chains to Y(t) is shown in Fig.2. The clockwise is a winning direction. 
Fig.2. Discrete-time Markov chain of game AB defined by residual states 
This game has a transition matrix P  : 
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2.2.2 Stationary transition probabilities 
Calculating (1) and (2), we got the stationary transition probability of )(0
ABπ 、 )(1 ABπ 、 )(2ABπ 、
)(
3
ABπ 、 )(4ABπ 、 )(5ABπ 、 )(6ABπ 、 )(7ABπ 、 )(8ABπ 、 )(9ABπ 、 )(10ABπ 、 )(11ABπ 。
According to the calculation, the equations set doesn’t have the unique solution and 11π is a freedom 
unknown quantity, so this game doesn’t have a definite stationary probability distribution. Payoffs of the 
game depended on the state of the initial capital, that is to say, the initial capital affect the final profit. The 
following computer simulation analysis also proves this point.. 
3 Computer simulation analysis 
We adopt different random numbers to play the game 1000 times and use their average values to draw the 
plot.Figure 3 shows that randomly game A+B is really a winning game and not depend on the initial 
capital, but game AB’s payoff depend on the parity of the initial capital. From the results of these two 
games, we can find a new counterintuitive phenomenon that “process in order produces non-deterministic 
results, while random process produces deterministic results”. 
Fig 3 Computer simulation ( p1=0.05-e, p2=0.8-e, p3=1/28-e,p4=0.65-e,p5=0.376, p6=0.620,e=0.005. when 
game A+B is played randomly, γ=0.5.) 
4 Discussion 
From the fig 2 we find a feature that the discrete time Markov chain is divided into two completely 
unrelated inner and outer rings. The outer ring represents, when the initial capital is taken an even number, 
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the residual states during the process of game AB and the corresponding transition probability. Inner ring 
denotes, when the initial capital is taken an odd number, the residual states during the process of game 
AB and the corresponding transition probability. 
   As the discrete time Markov chain of game is constituted of two completely unrelated inner and outer 
rings, intuitively, we can obtain the following two conclusions: 1) the process of the game (take the inner 
ring or outer ring) is determined by the initial capital of parity then the final profit of the game is 
determined. 2) When the initial capital is taken an even number, the process of game AB can only follow 
the outer ring. During the course of the game, the residual states of capital can only be even; otherwise, 
when the initial capital is taken an odd number, the process of game AB can only follow the inner ring. 
During the course of the game, the residual states of capital can only be odd. Therefore, the sum of the 
stationary distribution probabilities of all the states of even,
)(
0
ABπ + )(2
ABπ + )(4
ABπ + )(6
ABπ + )(8
ABπ + )(10
ABπ , is equivalent to the probability of the initial capital 
taken even. The sum of the stationary distribution probabilities of all the states of odd,
)(
1
ABπ + )(3
ABπ + )(5
ABπ + )(7
ABπ + )(9
ABπ + )(11
ABπ  , is equivalent to the probability of the initial capital 
taken odd. 
Therefore, we believe that two (or several) completely unrelated parts of the discrete-time Markov 
chain is the reason why “payoffs of the game depend on the initial capital” is generated. Though 
mathematicians may have hesitation on this “calculation of fuzzy”, such conclusion is intuitive and has 
the same result as the theoretical analysis by the following quantum game methods. 
5 Quantum verification 
Let’s make the system have 48 ground states. There are 0.1.0 , 0.11.0 , 2.1.0 ,
10.11.0 ； 1.2.1 , 1.0.1 , 3.2.1 , 11.0.1 ； 0.1.2 , 2.3.2 , 2.1.2 , 4.3.2 ； 1.2.3 ，
3.4.3 ， 3.2.3 ， 5.4.3 ， 2.3.4 , 4.5.4 , 4.3.4 , 6.5.4 ； 3.4.5 , 5.6.5 ,
5.4.5 , 7.6.5 ； 4.5.6 , 6.7.6 , 6.5.6 , 8.7.6 ； 5.6.7 , 7.8.7 , 7.6.7 , 9.8.7 ；
6.7.8 , 8.9.8 , 8.7.8 , 10.9.8 ； 7.8.9 , 9.10.9 , 9.8.9 , 11.10.9 ； 8.9.10 ,
10.11.10 , 10.9.10 , 0.11.10 ； 1.0.11 , 9.10.11 , 11.0.11 , 11.10.11 .
The initial state as follows: 
)0(ψ = 0.1.01c + 0.11.02c + 2.1.03c + .. + 11.10.1148c （3）
The first digital parity type of these above states represents the parity of the initial capital, so the 
probability of the initial capital being taken even is 
ep =∑
=
++++ +++
10
0
44342414 )(
k
kkkk cccc      ( k  is even)                                                                 (4) 
op =∑
=
++++ +++
11
1
44342414 )(
k
kkkk cccc ( k  is odd)                                                                 (5) 
The quantum state of the system at time t is )(tψ .According to the quantum game theory, the 
relationship between )(tψ and the initial quantum state )0(ψ  can be expressed as 
)0()( ψψ Xt =                                     (6) 
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Where
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2 is a unitary matrix, and ⎥⎦
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jj
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X
( nj 2,2,1 /= ), Cba jj ∈, , 1|||| 22 =+ jj ba . jX is also a unitary matrix.  
)(tψ = 0.1.0)( 2111 cbca + + 0.11.0)( 2111 cacb +− + 2.1.0)( 4232 cbca + +
10.11.0)( 3242 cbca − + 1.2.1)( 6353 cbca + + 1.0.1)( 5363 cbca − + 3.2.1)( 8474 cbca + +
11.0.1)( 7484 cbca − + ... + 11.10.11)( 47244824 cbca −                                                              （7）
Therefore, at time t, the distribution probability ,which corresponds to the system’s residual states 
0,1,2,3，…11 (the third number of each ground state in above equation) , )(0ABπ 、 )(1 ABπ 、 )(2ABπ 、
)(
3
ABπ 、 )(4ABπ 、 )(5ABπ 、 )(6ABπ 、 )(7ABπ 、 )(8ABπ 、 )(9ABπ 、 )(10ABπ 、 )(11ABπ are respectively  
)(
0
ABπ =
2
2111 cbca + +
2
1121 cbca − +
2
10595 cbca + +
2
43224422 cbca −
)(
1
ABπ =
2
6353 cbca + +
2
147137
2
5363 cbcacbca ++− +
2
46234523 cbca +
)(
2
ABπ =
2
4232 cbca + +
2
95105 cbca − +
2
126116 cbca + +
2
189179 cbca +
)(
3
ABπ =
2
8474 cbca + +
2
1317147 cbca − +
2
168158 cbca + +
2
22112111 cbca +
)(
4
ABπ =
2
116126 cbca − +
2
179189 cbca − +
2
20101910 cbca + +
2
26132513 cbca +
)(
5
ABπ =
2
158168 cbca − +
2
21112211 cbca − +
2
24122312 cbca + +
2
30152915 cbca +
)(
6
ABπ =
2
19102010 cbca − +
2
25132613 cbca − +
2
28142714 cbca + +
2
34173317 cbca +
)(
7
ABπ =
2
23122412 cbca − +
2
29153015 cbca − +
2
32163116 cbca + +
2
38193719 cbca +
)(
8
ABπ =
2
27142814 cbca − +
2
33173417 cbca − +
2
36183518 cbca + +
2
42214121 cbca +
)(
9
ABπ = 31163216 cbca − +
2
37193819 cbca − +
2
40203920 cbca + +
2
45234623 cbca −
)(
10
ABπ =
2
35183618 cbca − +
2
41214221 cbca − +
2
44224322 cbca + +
2
3242 cbca −
)(
11
ABπ =
2
7484 cbca − +
2
39204020 cbca − +
2
48244724 cbca + +
2
47244824 cbca −
In the unitary matrix, we use the notation )
2
cos( jij
jea
θφ
= , )
2
sin( jij
jeb
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]2,0[, πηφ ∈jj , ),0( πθ ∈j .
2
1
2
1
1
2
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θθ ηφ ii ececcbca +=+
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2
2111 || cacb +− =
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2
1
1 |)2
cos()]
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So
2
2111 || cbca + +
2
2111 || cacb +− =
2
1c +
2
2c                (10) 
After calculating, similar to the above situation 
2
1++ njnj cbca +
2
1 njnj cbca −+ =
2
nc +
2
1+nc      (n is odd)           (11)  
So
)(
0
ABπ + )(2
ABπ + )(4
ABπ + )(6
ABπ + )(8
ABπ + )(10
ABπ
=
2
2111 cbca + +
2
1121 cbca − +
2
10595 cbca + + 43224422 cbca − +
2
4232 cbca + +
2
95105 cbca − +
2
126116 cbca + +
2
189179 cbca + +
2
116126 cbca − +
2
179189 cbca − +
2
20101910 cbca + +
2
26132513 cbca + +
2
19102010 cbca − +
2
25132613 cbca − +
2
28142714 cbca + +
2
34173317 cbca + +
2
27142814 cbca − +
2
33173417 cbca − +
2
36183518 cbca + +
2
42214121 cbca + +
2
35183618 cbca − +
2
41214221 cbca − +
2
44224322 cbca + +
2
3242 cbca −
(Pay attention to the combination, two pairs have already been marked)            
= 21 || c +
2
2 || c +
2
3 || c +
2
4 || c +
2
9 || c +
2
10 || c +
2
11 || c +
2
12 || c +
2
17 || c +
2
18 || c +
2
19 || c +
2
20 || c +
2
25 || c +
2
26 || c +
2
27 || c +
2
28 || c +
2
33 || c +
2
34 || c +
2
35 || c +
2
36 || c +
2
41 || c +
2
42 || c +
2
43 || c +
2
44 || c
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=∑
=
++++ +++
10
0
44342414 )(
k
kkkk cccc  ( k  is even)                                                                               (12)
so， eP = )(0ABπ + )(2ABπ + )(4ABπ + )(6ABπ + )(8ABπ + )(10ABπ
Also available： oP = )(1 ABπ + )(3ABπ + )(5ABπ + )(7ABπ + )(9ABπ + )(11ABπ
6 Conclusion 
1) This paper designed a new version of Parrondo’s paradox which combines capital dependent with 
history dependent games. Using the discrete-time Markov chain method, game AB, which is played 
in alternation, is studied by means of theoretical analysis and computer simulation analysis. The 
analytical results tell us a new counterintuitive phenomenon that “process in order produces non-
deterministic results, while random process produces deterministic results”. 
2) The results of computer simulation show that payoffs of the game depended on the parity of the 
initial capital. 
3) Via quantization methods, we verified the probability of  
)(
0
ABπ
+
)(
2
ABπ +
)(
4
ABπ +
)(
6
ABπ
+
)(
8
ABπ
+
)(
10
ABπ
, when the initial capital is even. So is 
)(
1
ABπ +
)(
3
ABπ
+
)(
5
ABπ
+
)(
7
ABπ
+
)(
9
ABπ
+
)(
11
ABπ , when the initial capital is odd.  
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